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ALL SEEING EYE —

No, you’re not being paranoid.
Sites really are watching your
every move
Sites log your keystrokes and mouse movements in real time, before you click
submit.
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If you have the uncomfortable sense someone is looking over your
shoulder as you surf the Web, you're not being paranoid. A new study ﬁnds
hundreds of sites—including microsoft.com, adobe.com, and godaddy.com
—employ scripts that record visitors' keystrokes, mouse movements, and
scrolling behavior in real time, even before the input is submitted or is later
deleted.
Session replay scripts are provided by third-party analytics services that are
designed to help site operators better understand how visitors interact
with their Web properties and identify speciﬁc pages that are confusing or
broken. As their name implies, the scripts allow the operators to re-enact
individual browsing sessions. Each click, input, and scroll can be recorded
and later played back.
A study published last week reported that 482 of the 50,000 most traﬃcked
websites employ such scripts, usually with no clear disclosure. It's not
always easy to detect sites that employ such scripts. The actual number is
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almost certainly much higher, particularly among sites outside the top
50,000 that were studied.
"Collection of page content by third-party replay scripts may cause
sensitive information, such as medical conditions, credit card details, and
other personal information displayed on a page, to leak to the third-party
as part of the recording," Steven Englehardt, a PhD candidate at Princeton
University, wrote. "This may expose users to identity theft, online scams,
and other unwanted behavior. The same is true for the collection of user
inputs during checkout and registration processes."
Englehardt installed replay scripts from six of the most widely used
services and found they all exposed visitors' private moments to varying
degrees. During the process of creating an account, for instance, the
scripts logged at least partial input typed into various ﬁelds. Scripts from
FullStory, Hotjar, Yandex, and Smartlook were the most intrusive because,
by default, they recorded all input typed into ﬁelds for names, e-mail
addresses, phone numbers, addresses, Social Security numbers, and dates
of birth.
The following video captured data as it was transmitted in real time to
FullStory:

user replay fullstory demo

User replay fullstory demo.
Even when services took steps to mask some of the data, they often did so
in ways that continued to jeopardize visitor privacy. Smartlook and
UserReplay, for instance, collected the number of characters typed into
password ﬁelds. UserReplay also logged the last four digits of visitors'
credit card numbers.
Englehardt said the services provide manual and automatic tools website
operators can use to redact information that is collected on their
properties. But the tools in many cases require large amounts of developer
time and skill. And even then, sites with strong legal incentives not to leak
sensitive data were found doing just that. Walgreens.com, for instance,
sent medical conditions and prescriptions alongside user names to
FullStory despite the extensive use of manual redactions on the pharmacy
site.
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Another example: the account page for clothing store Bonobos leaked full
credit card details—character by character as they were typed—to
FullStory. Adding insult to injury, Yandex, Hotjar, and Smartlook all offer
dashboards that use unencrypted HTTP when subscribing publishers
replay visitor sessions, even when the original sessions were protected by
HTTPS.
Representatives for both Walgreens and Bonobos have said the sites have
stopped sharing information with FullStory, according to reports from
Motherboard and Wired.
It's not clear what meaningful recourses Internet users have for preventing
the data collection. The researcher said that ad-blockers can ﬁlter out
some, but not all, of the replay scripts. Checking the "do not track" option
built into some browsers also failed to stop the logging. That means every
keystroke typed into a Web ﬁeld may be logged, character by character,
even if the visitor later deletes the ﬁeld and never presses a submit button.
Until more robust protections are available, people should remember that
just about anything they do while visiting a website can be logged.
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